On Christmas Eve 2011, Heiner Röschert experienced the worst nightmare of every parent. He was told that his two children, Pia aged 27 and Felix aged 25, had been involved in a terrible traffic accident near his home in southern Germany. Pia died instantly, Felix some time later. Both carried an organ donor card.

“A BRAVE AND CONSCIOUS DECISION TO GIVE LIFE”
Some hours later, and following the final diagnosis of brain death, Felix’s organs were removed. It was around 4 am on Boxing Day, the day after Christmas. “During this time, I was well taken care of by the donation coordinator, and also by the medical personnel at the University Clinic,” says Mr Röschert.

Five of Felix’s organs were retrieved and transported to four recipients, three men and a woman. “As a result of the organ donation to which Felix had consented, today, these four people were each gifted four years of life, I hope it will be many more,” he explains.
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